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GOD’S PROMISE
OF HOPE

Paul Dunning
Diocesan Director of Education
Schools are naturally hopeful
communities and the start of an
academic year is always a time of
excitement, anticipating the good
things we hope to see.
This September you may be feeling a
little different. If you do, let your hope
be renewed by the stories in this edition
of Footprints and by the foundation of
our shared Church of England Vision for
Education.
Published in 2016, this vision for
education speaks meaningfully into our

current situation:
‘In the drama of ongoing life, how we
learn to approach the future is crucial.
Good schools open up horizons of hope
and aspiration, and guide pupils into ways
of fulfilling them. They also cope wisely
with things and people going wrong. Bad
experiences and behaviour, wrongdoing
and evil need not have the last word.
There are resources for healing, repair and
renewal; repentance, forgiveness, truth and
reconciliation are possible; and meaning,
trust, generosity, compassion and hope are
more fundamental than meaninglessness,
suspicion, selfishness, hardheartedness
and despair.’
I know every school in the Diocese
could have provided us with a powerful
and uplifting story of hope since
COVID-19 hit the country. So often this is
explicitly grounded in the Christian values
that underpin the school’s culture. This is a
delight to see and a credit to all involved.
With the email version of Footprints
we’ve recirculated the full information

about the rainbow banner we’ve
produced (only costs £39!) reminding us
of Noah’s journey and its parallel for us
as we make our ‘safe landing’ back onto
our own dry ground. The suggestion is
that through the weeks, you consciously
look for green shoots of hope just as
Noah did. These hopeful signs can be
acknowledged and celebrated as a
member of your school community writes
them on a sticker and places them onto
one of the rainbow’s curving bands of
colour thereby charting your way under
God’s guidance through the stormy
waters of pandemic to dry land.
Finally, if, like me, you’ve missed hugs
then maybe you’ll like the image on page
2. It is taken at a Clypping service (I had
to Google it!); an old English word which
means embracing. During the special
service, everyone is encouraged to form
a circle round the church, hold hands and
so clyppe or embrace the church. May
we all know and feel God’s arms of love
around us throughout 2020-21.
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Maria Grimmer
Headteacher
St Nicholas Priory VA Primary
In schools we often face many challenges
and are very used to deploying a creative
and solution-focused approach. We
focus much on who we are and what

we are striving to represent. But this
year has been truly different. Different
in that we have faced a threat that has
touched everyone both professionally
and personally. It has made us stop and
reflect on what we really value most. I
believe that it has tested the very roots
of the ethos, culture and faith base

that has been growing and developing
throughout our school community. We
have been tested on all those values so
often referenced which has enabled each
individual to live them relentlessly over
the past few months.
I have been in awe of the creativity,
compassion and care of many of my
school community who have taken the
time to put others before themselves,
support one another and to anticipate the
needs of others.
Like in many schools, staff have
checked in with children regularly every
week, made home visits, delivered untold
learning packs, provided extensive online
learning and done it in an exceptionally
positive way. Our children have been
amazing and have shown how creatively
they are able to express their learning in
a wide range of different ways. The little
girl in the picture decided to go on a litter
pick with her family.
Going forward we recognise that things
might not be the same in the foreseeable
future but when adults model strength,
resilience, commitment and kindness
then everything is possible.

Ensuring our parents feel confident in our
arrangements for the children to come
back is equally important too.
We are becoming a PATHS school in
September and this, in combination
with our work on Personal Development
and Christian Values, will be at the heart
of our Recovery Curriculum. We know
that children will have had a variety of
experiences over this time and we expect
there will be losses but also gains. I am

always one for looking on the bright side!
We know we will need to build children’s
stamina for learning and resilience, but
as with all things we will work on this
together and I thought, as this lovely
photo from last year’s Clypping service
shows, where everyone in our school
community comes together to literally
hug the church, it is the coming together
that gives us the strength to tackle
anything.

Reflections on our
Recovery Curriculum
Jane Gardener
Headteacher
Sandringham Federation
When I was asked to write about our
Recovery Curriculum I started thinking
about what is important to us and our
school community. After much mulling I
came to the conclusion that relationships
are the glue of our school and although
we have striven hard to maintain those
relationships, with our pupils and parents
through various lines of communication
including phone calls, emails and
our website, throughout this whole
pandemic, I know we are really looking
forward to actually having all children
back in school in September and being
able to chat to all parents face to face,
albeit at a suitable distance.
There is no doubt that things won’t
be completely back to normal, but I
believe it is our job to create as much
normality as possible. The hub of our
recovery curriculum begins with a focus
on a warm, welcoming environment and
taking time to re-establish those allimportant relationships between us all.

John Burrows
Chair of Governors
Pilgrim Federation
The Pilgrim Federation was looking
forward to their 7th anniversary in
April, when it became clear Government
measures to tackle coronavirus would
not only cancel those celebrations, but
effectively close the schools!
The term appeared lost but when
lockdown was lifted Executive Headteacher, Mary Dolan, said: “I was
determined to get as many children back
as possible because the governors and
I felt it so important that they weren’t
missing any more of their education”.
Measures to allow for teaching in

small groups, together with senior staff
returning to the classroom, saw children
from all years welcomed back to schools
in Kelling, Walsingham, Blakeney and
Hindringham.
All children were offered the
opportunity to return and at Kelling 44
out of 53 pupils returned for lessons,
with 29 out of 38 at Walsingham, 27 out
of 35 at Blakeney, and 16 out of 25 at
Hindringham.
“The reaction of parents was very
positive”, said Miss Dolan, who returned
to the classroom to teach Year 6 pupils at
Walsingham as part of the full reopening.
“The children were delighted. It was an
absolute joy to welcome them all back.
They adapted so quickly to the social

distancing and were so sensible, even the
youngest.”
“We felt it was absolutely crucial to
get as many children back as we could,
it seemed very unfair that some children
were able to return, and others weren’t”.
During lockdown things didn’t
stand still and as a result a new Early
Years Teaching Assistant has started
at Hindringham, Kelling has a new
playground play tower, Walsingham new
playground markings and Blakeney has
unveiled new unisex toilets.
“The toilets were absolutely grim
before, but the Diocese supported us to
completely refurbish them as unisex-style,
which although quite unusual, has been
really well received,” said Miss Dolan.

A tribute from the DSSO Team

Lee Stevens
DSSO
“So, how does the defendant plead
to the charge of stealing luxury toilet
rolls during lockdown… 		
quilty or not quilty?”
If you had been a betting person,
what odds would you have put at the
start of 2020 that in six weeks’ time we
would be fighting over toilet rolls and
pasta? The last few months have seen
normality turned upside down, with
a new normality gradually emerging
that is based upon a recognition that
normality could change at any time.
The DSSO team have been in a
good position to watch how schools
and their wider communities have
responded to the COVID crisis. This
section of “Footprints” would normally

be a DSSO highlighting a particular
school for a positive development
they have been making, but, at our
most recent team meeting, the DSSOs
wanted to recognise every single
school, every single member of staff,
every single pupil, parent and governor
who has worked so selflessly and so
determinedly to try to ensure that the
children experience as near a normal
education as possible.
It is quite right that we all spent
several weeks clapping for carers, but
the DSSO team also want to applaud
the unsung heroes in our schools. At the
beginning of lockdown, schools were
asked to remain open for key worker
children and schools responded with
courage and some trepidation to ensure
that this could happen. We pay tribute
to the teachers, teaching assistants,
midday supervisors, caretakers, cleaners
and administrative staff who made this
possible. We also know that behind the
scenes, a huge amount of work was just
beginning to provide the thousands of
children who had to remain at home
with a rich programme of online learning
opportunities. As the weeks went by,

the online opportunities widened with
schools offering, for example, collective
worship, Zoom progress meetings and
opportunities to come together to sing.
The DSSO team is comprised entirely
of retired headteachers so we do have
some understanding of the challenges
and opportunities that headship
presents, but the last six months have
presented headteachers with a unique
set of challenges, not the least being
the incredible organisation required
to provide safe learning environments.
There has also been the very rapid
change in guidance, requirements
and information to cope with. As a
team, the DSSOs wanted to express
our admiration and appreciation for
the leadership that headteachers have
shown in these unprecedented times.
We are truly in awe of the commitment,
dedication, energy and compassion you
have shown in these uncertain times.
To you and all your staff, God Bless
and thank you.
“For even the Son of Man did not
come to be served, but to serve, and
to give his life as a ransom for many.”
Mark 10:45

Flourishing Governance

Jill Wakefield

Head of Governance
jill.wakefield@donesc.org
01603 881722
I was asked to write an article for this
issue of Footprints about how governors
have coped during the COVID-19 crisis.
The definition of coping is ‘dealing
with something difficult’ and there’s
no denying that this is something we
have all had to do but I think in many
cases our governance in schools and
academies has surpassed coping. The
challenges which the pandemic have
forced us to face have meant that it
hasn’t been possible to carry on in the
way we always have done. There’s a
saying that ‘if you always do what what
you’ve always done, you’ll always get
what you’ve always got’ so the fact
that we have been forced to behave
differently is a positive. We’ve used our
strengths and the things which work

well for us to push forward, flourish and
move governance up a gear.
At the start of lockdown, governing
boards were all wondering how they
would be able to meet, could they really
be able to support their headteacher
and staff remotely, could governance
still function effectively?
We were lucky that the majority of
our schools and academies had a tried
and tested platform in GovernorHub
that allowed governing bodies to
communicate easily and effectively
throughout lockdown. A quick
message on the noticeboard from the
Headteacher or Chair of Governors
meant that everyone on the governing
board was kept informed about what
was happening in school and also
allowed governors to post supportive
and encouraging messages back to the
school staff. Those notices now make for
an interesting record of how far things
have progressed since 23 March 2020.
I’m sure if this time last year you had
been told that your governors would
be able to sit in the comfort of their
own home whilst meeting virtually
with other governors, you would have
been sceptical to say the least. Most
of us hadn’t heard of Microsoft Teams
or Zoom, let alone used them. After a

Welcome

Change in status

Headteachers starting 01/09/2020

Worstead VC Primary – change to VA
status from September 2020

Julia Humphries (interim) –
Garboldisham VC Primary
Rebecca Clark – Acle VC Primary

Swaffham VC infants is now
Heartwood VC Primary and Nursery

Rob Connelly – Headteacher at
Archbishop Sancroft High School
(CofE Academy)

Swaffham Junior Academy is now
Swaffham Primary Academy

Georgina Yendall – Head of Unity
Federation
Paul Henery – Diocesan School
Support Officer (DSSO)
Chris Allen – RE Advisor
Kirsten Stibbon – Federation
Headteacher at Great Massingham
and Harpley Federation
Sophie Stephens – Assistant
Headteacher / Co-Headteacher at
Great Massingham and Harpley
Federation

few initial reservations, this has now
become a way of life for us which will
no doubt become a valuable addition
to face to face meetings – an end to
those uncomfortable meetings on little
chairs in a chilly classroom on a dark
winter’s evening!
Tony Leigh (Chair of Governors
Gayton & Middleton Federation)
commented that “since we started
video meetings I think we have ‘met’
more often than we would have done.
I think video meetings are often easier
for governors (and staff ) to attend, and
more focused so don’t last quite as long
as ‘face to face’ meetings. Obviously
there are some things we miss from
not visiting schools and meeting in
person, but I think the big positive
is our schools have ‘got through’ the
difficulties and our staff have helped all
our children as best they can.”
Malcolm Gray (Chair of Governors
– Dereham Church of England Junior
Academy) observed that “For all
schools and for all Governing Bodies,
lockdown has again demonstrated to
us all how resourceful, how adaptable,
how effective and how efficient our
headteachers and staff have had
to be under such unprecedented
circumstances.”

Autumn training all
on Zoom!

Farewell and thanks
Headteachers
Paul Henery – Acle VC Primary
Richard Cranmer – Archbishop
Sancroft High School (CofE Academy)
Richard is now fulltime CEO at
St Benet’s MAT
Anne Beardall – Great Massingham
and Harpley Federation)

We plan to run all the publicised
training during the autumn term
on Zoom – courses for staff and
governors on RE, SIAMS, RHSE,
Collective Worship and governance
in church schools. Book through
Eventbrite via our website
www.DofN.org/education-training

